
THE BUBBLA SHORTS



The Bubbla Shorts
The Bubbla Shorts are sure to become a staple in your 

little one’s summer wardrobe.  Elastic in the waistband 

allows for easy dressing and a cute bubble shape adds a 

bit of  whimsy.  A streamlined band at the leg finishes 

off  the shorts and polishes the look.  Perfect in a 

chambray or seersucker for summer or sew up a pair in 

corduroy or wool and wear with tights and a blazer for 

an awesome winter look.

If  you have any questions, please email me at

steph@theelimonster.com. 

Thank you for choosing The Eli Monster patterns! We strive to create fashion forward, yet timeless patterns that
you can sew for your family.

A special THANK YOU to the lovely ladies who helped test and perfect this pattern.

You may sell garments made from our patterns in small batches (in an etsy shop or at craft fairs; this pattern is 
designed for the home sewer). The pattern is copyrighted; please do not copy or sell this pattern.

Follow Us:
www.facebook.com/TheEliMonster
twitter.com/theelimonster
pinterest.com/theelimonster/
Tag us in your Instagram photos @theelimonster #bubblashorts #theelimonster
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Sizing:
Please use chart below to determine size needed.  As all brands vary, do not base size on ready to wear garments 

or other brands and/or patterns.  Pattern is based off  of  THIGH and waist measurements; the shorts can easily be 

lengthened or shortened at the rise and inseam.  This particular pattern works best when you start your measurements 

with the thigh circumference and adjust the pattern from there.

Size Height Weight in lbs Chest Waist Thigh Circumference
NB-3m up to 23” up to 12 16.5” 18” 9.25”
6m 24-26.5” 12.5-16 17.5” 18.5” 9.85”
9m 27-27.5” 18.5-20 18” 18.75” 10.25”
12m 28-30.5” 20.5-24 19.5” 19” 10.5”
18m 30-33” 25-28 19.5” 19.5” 11.25”
2 33-36” 30-32 20” 20” 11.75”
3 36-39” 32-35 21” 20.5” 12.25”
4 39-42” 35-41 22” 21” 13”
5 42-45” 41-46 23” 21.5” 13.75”
6 45-48” 46-51 24” 22” 14.25”
7 48-51” 51-57 26” 22.5” 15.5”
8 51-54” 57-66 27” 23” 16.25”
9 54-57” 66-76 27.5” 23.5” 16.75”
10 55-58” 76-85 28.5” 24” 17.25”
11 56-60” 85-95 29” 24.5” 17.75”
12 58-62” 94-104 30” 25” 18.25”

Meshing 2 sizes:
If  your child measures for 1 size in height and another in waist/thigh circumference, you will need to print both 

needed sizes and then follow the width of  the size needed for their waist/thigh and either keep going to the rise of  

the taller size (if  you need a bigger size in height) or stop at the shorter size (if  you need a smaller size in height).  
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Questions:
Email me at: steph@theelimonster.com

Notes:
• Prewash all fabrics before cutting
• All seams have a 3/8” seam allowance.
• Press all seams for a more professional finished garment.
• When possible, measure child to ensure proper sizing.
• Read through instructions at least once before starting!
• You do not need a serger for this pattern but it is helpful. Alternate directions have been included if  you do not 

have a serger.

Materials:
• 1” wide elastic
• Cotton or wool bottom or shirting weight fabric (quilting cotton, lawn, chambray for summer shorts; corduroy 

or wool suiting for winter shorts to wear with tights for example)
• Coordinating thread
• Sewing machine
• Serger (optional)

Please note that you may need additional fabric when matching prints or working 
with a directional fabric.

Fabric Needed
Size 45” Wide Fabric 54” Wide Fabric
NB-3m 1/3 yd 1/3 yd 
6m 1/3 yd 1/3 yd
9m 1/2 yd 1/3 yd
12m 1/2 yd 1/3 yd
18m 1/2 yd 1/3 yd
2 1/2 yd 1/3 yd
3 2/3 yd 1/3 yd
4 2/3 yd 1/3 yd
5 2/3 yd 1/2 yd
6 2/3 yd 1/2 yd
7 3/4 yd 1/2 yd
8 3/4 yd 1/2 yd
9 3/4 yd 1/2 yd
10 3/4 yd 1/2 yd
11 3/4 yd 1/2 yd
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Instructions:
1  Cut out all pattern pieces.  You will have 2 fronts, 2 

backs, and 2 leg bands

2  Place one front on one back, right sides together and 

sew or serge down side seam.  Optional, press seam 

towards back piece and sew seam allowance to back 

piece 1/ 8” from seam.

3  Repeat for other side.

4  Open both assembled halves and place right sides 

together.  Sew or serge along “rise” edges.  

5  Lay shorts flat with the center seams lined up.  Pin 

inseam edges and sew or serge.
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6  Fold one leg band in half, lengthwise and right sides 

out and press (method A in steps 9-10).  If  you are using 

the Traditional Method (B in steps 9-11) of  attaching 

the leg bands, open center fold and fold each long edge 

up 1/ 4” and press. 

7  Open back up and fold in half, widthwise and right 

sides together.  Line up the two short edges and sew or 

serge.  Fold on pressed line(s) from step 6.  Repeat for 

other leg band.

8  Using your method of  choice, gather the bottom 

leg opening of  one leg of  your shorts.    The majority 

of  your gathers will be concentrated on the outside 

edge of  your leg opening, near the side seam and 

gradually become less gathered as you hit the center 

front and center back of  the leg opening (marked on 

pattern pieces).  Your gathered leg will be the same 

circumference as your leg band.  Repeat for other leg.

9A Serged/Fast Method:  Turn shorts inside out and 

line up the gathered edge of  the shorts body with the 2 

raw edges of  the leg band.  The leg band will be inside 

the shorts body.  Sew or serge.  Repeat for other leg.
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10A  Serged/Fast Method:  Open shorts/leg band and 

press seam towards leg band.  Topstitch seam allowance 

to leg band 1/ 8” from seam.

9B Traditional Method:  Turn shorts inside out and line 

up the gathered edge of  the shorts body with the 1 raw 

edges of  the leg band (right sides together).  The leg 

band will be outside the shorts body.  Sew or serge.  

10B Traditional Method: Turn shorts right side out.  

Fold leg band around raw edges and pin.

11B Traditional Method:  Topstitch 1/ 8” from seam/

folded edge of  leg band.   Repeat for other leg.
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12  Serge around upper waistband edge or fold under 

1/ 4” and press.  Fold under a touch over 1” and press 

again.

13  Starting at the back center seam, sew along serged 

edge or bottom folded edge leaving a 1” gap to thread 

your elastic through.

14  Using a large safety pin, thread your elastic through 

your waistband leaving the “tails” hanging out of  the 

opening.

15  Overlap the ends of  the elastic by 1/ 2” to form a 

continuous loop and sew to attach the ends together.

16  Tuck elastic loop into waistband and top stitch 

opening closed.  If  you have a sewing or size label, this 

is a great place to attach it.
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Pattern Pieces
Please note:

This is a layered PDF.  You can select only the size you need in the layers menu on the left hand side of  Acrobat 
(versions 6.0 and newer).  You will also want to select the “Info” layer as this is the layer with information for every 
layer.  Each image overlaps its neighbors by .1” and will have a fine grey line at the very edge to help aid in lining 
up your pages.  If  you print with black ink only, it is helpful to set your printer to blacks only instead of  high quality 
b&w printing.
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The Bubbla Shorts Front (Cut 2 mirrored)

2” Square (5.1cm)
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The Bubbla Shorts Back (Cut 2 mirrored)
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